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Abstract This paper investigates turbulent exchange processes in a droplet-laden air flow over a
waved water surface by performing direct numerical simulation (DNS). Turbulent Couette flow is considered in
DNS as a model of a constant-flux layer in the marine atmospheric surface layer. Two-dimensional stationary
waves at the water surface are prescribed and assumed to be unaffected by the airflow and/or droplets.
Evaporating droplets of different sizes are injected into the air in the vicinity of wave crests with initial
velocities and temperatures of water, and thus mimicking spume sea-spray droplets. Evolution equations of
the airflow velocity, temperature, and humidity are solved in a Eulerian framework simultaneously with the
equations of individual droplets coordinates and velocities, temperatures, andmasses tracked in a Lagrangian
framework. The momentum (Qm) and sensible (QS) and latent (QL) heat fluxes from the droplets to air are
evaluated both as phase-averaged Eulerian fields and as fluxes integrated over time along Lagrangian droplets
trajectories. The results show that droplets extract momentum from the surrounding air (Qm < 0), and QL > 0
and increases with droplet diameter, d, whereas QS < 0, reaches maximum for droplets with diameters
of the order of 200 μm, and saturates for larger droplets. The resulting enthalpy flux QS + QL > 0 vanishes for
droplets with diameters d< 100 μm, and increases with d for larger droplets. DNS results also show that droplets
reduce mean air velocity and temperature and increase relative humidity as compared to the droplet-free flow.
Plain Language Summary This study is concerned with numerical simulation of momentum, heat,
and moisture exchange processes occuring in the marine atmospheric boundary layer. In particular, the
influence of sea-spray drops on these processes is investigated. It is shown that drops reduce the mean air
velocity and temperature, and increase relative humidity as compared to droplet-free flow.
1. Introduction
Detailed knowledge of momentum, heat, and mass transfer in the marine atmospheric boundary layer is
necessary for correct parameterization of turbulent exchange processes at the air-sea interface in prognostic
models. At sufficiently strong winds, sea-spray droplets also contribute to the transfer processes. The results
of field experiments and laboratory measurements compiled by Andreas et al. (2010) show that the dominant
contribution to the total water mass fraction in the near-surface air belongs to spume droplets. These
droplets are torn off the surface wave crests at sufficiently strong winds, and their diameters are typically
in the range of tens to hundreds of microns. Airborne droplets exchange momentum, heat, and moisture
with the surrounding air via viscous drag force and diffusive heat and mass (vapor) fluxes (cf. e.g., Andreas,
1992; Borisenkov, 1974; Bortkovskii, 1973, 1987; Ling & Kao, 1976; Wu, 1974). Droplets-mediated momentum
and sensible heat transfer is caused by a generally nonzero relative droplet-air velocity and temperature
differences arising due to droplets inertia and different temperatures of air and seawater. The vapor
exchange occurs due to droplets evaporation (or condensation) and is accompanied by the latent heat
consumption (or release) by the droplets. This contributes to both the humidity of the surrounding air and
the difference between the air and droplets temperatures (as discussed, e.g., by Pruppacher & Klett, 1978,
and Andreas, 1989).
At present not all the details of spume droplets production mechanism are well understood. Recent findings
of high-speed video-recording of spume droplets production in a laboratory study by Troitskaya et al. (2017)
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and Troitskaya, Druzhinin, et al. (2018) indicate that at wind speeds exceeding 20 m/s, the dominant
mechanism of spume droplets generation is that of a bag-breakup fragmentation. This fragmentation is
somewhat similar to the well-known fragmentation of liquid droplets and jets in gaseous flows (see, e.g.,
Gelfand, 1996). The first evidence of this spray-production mechanism in a laboratory flume was reported
by Veron et al. (2012). The fragmentation process starts with a small-scale elevation of the water surface
which further develops into a microsail consisting of a water film bordered by a thicker rim (thus forming
the bag). The bag is inflated by the wind and finally bursts and produces hundreds of droplets.
Troitskaya et al. (2017) and Troitskaya, Druzhinin, et al. (2018) developed a statistical description of the
bag-breakup phenomena, but the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of the drops velocities at injection
still remains unknown and requires further research.
The effects of spray on turbulent exchange processes in the marine atmospheric boundary layer have been
extensively studied within the framework of phenomenological models (cf. e.g., Andreas & Emanuel, 2001;
Bao et al., 2011; Fairall et al., 1994; Kudryavtsev, 2006; Kudryavtsev & Makin, 2011). These models use source
functions introduced into the airflow Reynolds-averaged equations to account for feedback contributions
by the droplets to the air mass and momentum fluxes. These feedback contributions are parameterized
via bulk air flow properties such as 10-m wind speed, U10, and air-sea-surface temperature and humidity dif-
ference. Parameterizations used in these models however require detailed knowledge of the droplets
dynamics (which is considered as a subgrid process by these models) and usually rely on numerical simula-
tions using Lagrangian stochastic approach (cf. e.g., Edson & Fairall, 1994; Mueller & Veron, 2014; Troitskaya
et al., 2016).
Lagrangian stochastic models solve equations of the droplets motion in an airflow with prescribed velocity,
temperature, and humidity fields. Thus, the air velocity, temperature, and humidity mean profiles are
prescribed by a logarithmic boundary-layer approximation, whereas their fluctuation components are
obtained as numerical solutions to Langevin equations with stochastic forcing. The properties of the forcing
are chosen to mimic turbulent fluctuations of the airflow properties seen by droplets traveling through the
atmospheric boundary layer in natural conditions. Lagrangian stochastic models provide very important
information about droplets dynamics and can be used for estimates of droplets-mediated exchange of
momentum, heat, and mass. However, it is recognized that these models are unable to reproduce the
two-way interaction between the droplets and turbulent boundary-layer eddy structures (Mueller & Veron,
2014). The model definition of the properties of the airflow fields seen by the droplets is also problematic.
Richter and Sullivan (2013) were first who used direct numerical simulation (DNS) to model possible effects of
sea-spray droplets on the marine boundary layer. These authors considered a turbulent Couette flow laden
with solid particles over a flat surface as an idealized model of the atmospheric boundary layer and evaluated
the momentum feedback effects due to the particles. The results show that particles may significantly reduce
the carrier flow vertical turbulent momentum flux. The results also show that in the range of particle sizes
similar to those of spume droplets typically found near the air-sea interface, particle inertial effects are
significant and dominate any particle-induced stratification effects, considered to be of importance in
phenomenological models (Kudryavtsev, 2006). In their later study, Richter and Sullivan (2014) considered
the feedback effects of solid, nonevaporating particles on the vertical turbulent heat flux and found it to
be significant. Thermodynamic coupling between evaporating particles/droplets and air and its influence
on the sensible and latent heat fluxes were further studied by Helgans and Richter (2016) in a particle-laden
turbulent Couette flow in zero-gravity environment and by Peng and Richter (2017) in a droplet-laden open
channel flowwith gravitational settling taken into account. The results of both studies show that evaporating
droplets have opposite effects with regard to bulk sensible and latent heat transfer. Droplets that both
respond rapidly to the ambient environment and have long suspension times are able to modify the latent
and sensible heat fluxes individually, however the competing signs of this modification lead to an overall
weak effect on the total heat flux. On the other hand, droplets with a slower thermodynamic response to
the environment are less subjected to this compensating effect.
DNS of the droplet-laden turbulent Couette flow over a waved water surface was performed by Druzhinin
et al. (2017). The results show that droplets dynamics and their impact on the carrier airflow is very sensitive
to the droplets velocity at injection and also depends on the ratio of droplets gravitational settling velocity
versus the product of air friction velocity and Karman constant (Vg/κu*), and the wave slope, ka. Note,
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however, that Druzhinin et al. (2017) did not take into account droplets evaporation and heat exchange with
the surrounding air which typically occur in natural conditions.
In the present paper, we perform DNS study of a droplet-laden Couette flow over waved water surface and
take into account both drops-mediated momentum feedback and sensible and latent heat exchange with
the carrier airflow. Turbulent Couette flow configuration in the present DNS is similar to that considered by
Druzhinin et al. (2017). Evolution equations of the airflow velocity, temperature, and humidity are solved in
a Eulerian framework simultaneously with the equations of individual droplets coordinates and velocities,
temperatures, andmasses tracked in a Lagrangian framework. The feedback effects of droplets on the airflow
are modeled via a point-force approximation, and both momentum and latent and sensible heat exchange
between droplets and air are taken into account. The evolution equations of the droplets masses and tem-
peratures are formulated on the basis of droplets microphysics in clouds adapted for sea-spray conditions
(Andreas, 1989; Pruppacher & Klett, 1978). The flow and droplets parameters in DNS are matched to typical
known spume-droplets parameters in laboratory and field experiments documented in the literature.
Section 2 below presents the governing equations and numerical method. Numerical results are discussed in
section 3, and final conclusions and discussion are provided in section 4.
2. Governing Equations and Numerical Method
The schematic of DNS is similar to that considered by Druzhinin et al. (2017; Figure 1). A Cartesian framework
is employed where x axis is oriented along the mean wind, z axis is directed vertically upward, and y axis is
orthogonal to the mean flow and parallel to the wave front. We prescribe two-dimensional, x-periodic water
wave with amplitude a, wavelength λ, and celerity c. The wave slope considered in our DNS is ka = 2πa/
λ = 0.2. The rectangular computational domain has sizes Lx = 6λ, Ly = 4λ, and Lz = λ in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively, and the air flow is assumed to be periodic in the x and y directions. DNS is performed in a refer-
ence frame moving with the wave phase velocity, c, so that horizontal coordinate in the moving framework
equals x = x0 – ct, where x0 is the coordinate in the laboratory reference frame. Thus, the bottom boundary
representing the wave surface is stationary in the moving reference frame. No-slip boundary condition is pre-
scribed for the air velocity at the bottom boundary, where it coincides with the velocity in the surface wave
(to be specified below), and at the top boundary plane moving in the x direction with bulk velocity, U0. The
latter condition provides an external source of momentum due to viscous shear stress which compensates
for viscous dissipation and makes the flow statistically stationary. Air and water surface temperatures and
fractional relative humidity are prescribed, respectively, as Tw and Hw at the water surface and Ta and Ha at
the top boundary plane, z = Lz. Typically Tw > Ta and Hw > Ha.
Figure 1. Schematic of numerical experiment: Lx, Ly, Lz are the domain sizes in the horizontal (x), spanwise (y), and vertical
(z) directions; a and λ are the surface water wave amplitude and length; Tw, Hw and Ta, Ha are the temperature and frac-
tional relative humidity at the water surface and at the top (air) boundary, respectively; U0 is the bulk velocity of the airflow;
and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Droplets are denoted by black dots. Symbols sizes are not to scale.
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The numerical algorithm is based on the integration of full, 3-D Navier-Stokes equations for the carrier airflow
velocity and equations for the air temperature and relative humidity coupled with the equations for indivi-
dual drops coordinates, velocities, temperatures, and masses. The equations for the air flow velocity, tem-
perature, and relative humidity are written in the form (cf. e.g., Monin & Yaglom, 1971):
airflow momentum:
∂Ui
∂t
þ ∂ UiUj
 
∂xj
¼  1
ρa
∂P
∂xj
þ ν ∂
2Ui
∂xj∂xj
þ ∑
Nd
n¼1
f nUi; (1)
continuity:
∂Uj
∂xj
¼ 0; (2)
air temperature:
∂T
∂t
þ ∂ TUj
 
∂xj
¼ κ ∂
2T
∂xj∂xj
∑
Nd
n¼1
f nT ; (3)
relative humidity:
∂H
∂t
þ ∂ HUj
 
∂xj
¼ D ∂
2H
∂xj∂xj
þ ∑
Nd
n¼1
f nH; (4)
where xi ¼ x; y; z, Ui i ¼ x; y; zð Þ are the velocity components, P is pressure, ρa is the air density, T and H are
instantaneous air temperature and fractional relative humidity, ν and κ are the air kinematic viscosity and
thermal diffusivity, and D is the diffusivity of water vapor. Since the air-water temperature difference
(Tw  Ta) considered in the present work is relatively insignificant (1 K), the air density, kinematic viscosity,
and thermal diffusivity of air, molecular diffusivity of water vapor as well as saturated vapor density (when
computing H), are evaluated at temperature Ta and atmospheric pressure Pa. Terms on the right hand side
of equations (1), (3), and (4), f nUi, f
n
T, and f
n
H, represent the feedback contributions (defined below) of nth droplet
(n = 1, …, Nd) to the rate of change of air momentum, temperature, and humidity; Nd is the total, constant
number of droplets considered in DNS. In the equation for the air momentum, equation (1), the buoyancy
force is omitted since, under typical natural (cyclone) conditions, the Obukhov length scale typically far
exceeds the height of the droplet-populated near-surface layer where the influence of the buoyancy force
related to the air temperature gradient can thus be regarded negligible (cf. e.g., Kudryavtsev, 2006).
Spherical drops of diameter dn, temperature Tn, and mass mn (equal to ρnπd
3
n=6, where ρn is the salt solution
density of the nth drop) are tracked in a Lagrangian framework. Thus, for each drop we solve equations for
the coordinate, velocity, temperature (assumed to be uniform throughout the drop volume), and mass simul-
taneously with equations (1)–(4) (Bortkovskii, 1973, 1987):
drop coordinate:
drni
dt
¼ Vni ; (5)
drop velocity:
dVni
dt
¼ 1
τn
Ui r
nð Þ  Vni
 
1þ 0:15 Re0:687d
  δiz Vsτn ; (6)
drop temperature:
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mncw
dTn
dt
¼ 2πκ0dn T rnð Þ  Tnð Þ 1þ 0:25 Re0:5n
 þ Lv dmndt ; (7)
drop mass:
dmn
dt
¼ 2πD0dnρvsat H rnð Þ  Hsn
 
1þ 0:25 Re0:5n
 
: (8)
In equations (5)–(8), rni ¼ xn; yn; zn are Cartesian drop coordinates, and the full (Lagrangian) derivative over
time (d/dt) is taken along the drop trajectory.
In equation (6), Ui(r
n) is the instantaneous airflow velocity at the location of nth drop, Vs is the drop gravita-
tional settling velocity (to be defined below), and τn is the drop response time,
τn ¼ d
2
n
18ν
ρn
ρa
: (9)
The drop velocity equation, equation (6), is written assuming that forces including air-pressure gradient,
Basset, added-mass, and shear-induced Saffman’s force, can be regarded negligible as compared to the vis-
cous drag and gravity forces for the considered density ratio, ρn/ρa ≈ 10
3 (Maxey & Riley, 1983). The correction
of the viscous drag force on the drop by the surrounding air in equation (6) is introduced as in Clift et al.
(1978), taking into account that particle Reynlods number, defined as
Ren ¼ U r
nð Þ  Vnj jdn
ν
; (10)
is finite.
Equation (7) describes the rate of change of the drop temperature due to the sensible, diffusive heat flux from
the surrounding air (the first term on the right hand side), and due to the latent heat flux (the second term on
the right hand side) consumed (or released) by the drop evaporation (or condensation). The sensible heat flux
is proportional to the product of the instantaneous difference of air temperature at the drop location, T(rn),
and drop temperature, Tn, and thermal conductivity coefficient, κ’ (not to be confused with the thermal dif-
fusivity coefficient κ on the right hand side of equation (3)). Coefficient κ’ is evaluated in DNS by the following
approximation taking into account the noncontinuum gas-kinetic effects:
κ
0 ¼ caρaκ
dn
dn þ 2ΔT þ
2κ
αTdn
2πMa
RgT rnð Þ
 1=2" #1
; (11)
where ca is the specific heat of air, Ma is the molecular weight of dry air, Rg is the universal gas constant,
length scale, and dimensionless coefficient αT = 0.7, as discussed by Pruppacher and Klett (1978) and
Andreas (1989). When computing the heat flux we also take into account ventilation effects due to finite
Reynolds number, Ren, of the drop. The latent heat flux is proportional to the rate of change of droplet mass
with the factor, Lv, the latent heat of vaporization (cf. Pruppacher & Klett, 1978).
Equation (8) describes the rate of change of the droplet mass. The right hand side of equation (8) includes the
modified diffusivity of water vapor, D
0
, the saturated vapor density, ρvsat, and the difference between the sur-
rounding relative humidity and relative humidity at the surface of the drop at saturation,Hsn. These quantities
are computed as follows (Andreas, 1989; Pruppacher & Klett, 1978):
modified diffusivity of water vapor:
D
0 ¼ D dn
dn þ 2Δv þ
2D
αcdn
2πMw
RgTn
 1=2" #1
; (12)
where Mw is the molecular weight of water and dimensionless coefficient αc = 0.036. Constant length scales,
ΔT = 2.17 × 10
7m and Δv = 8 × 10
8m, in equations (11) and (12) are related to themolecular mean free-path
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and modify air thermal conductivity and molecular diffusivity of water vapor to account for noncontinuum
gas-kinetic effects as discussed by Pruppacher and Klett (1978) and Andreas (1989);
saturated vapor density:
ρvsat ¼
Mwes T rnð Þ½ 
RgT rnð Þ ; (13)
where the saturated vapor pressure at temperature T, es(T), is evaluated by employing the approximation
introduced by Buck (1981; cf. also Andreas, 1989);
relative humidity at the droplet surface at saturation:
Hsn ¼
Ta rnð Þ
Tn
exp LvMw
Tn  T rnð Þ
TnT rnð Þ þ
4σMwT rnð Þ
dnρwRgTn
 2ΦmnsMw
Ms mn mnsð Þ
 
; (14)
where σ is the surface tension of a flat surface of water with the same salinity and temperature as the droplet
solution; Φ is the practical osmotic coefficient of the drop; Ms is the molecular weight of salt; ρw is the fresh
water density; and mns is a mass of salt in the nth drop. The latter remains constant for each drop during
simulation and is defined by the initially prescribed salinity of sea water (34 psu) and droplet volume (cf.
Andreas, 1989).
The integration of equations (1)–(4) is performed in curvilinear coordinates (ξ , y, η) which are related to the
Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) as (Druzhinin et al., 2017)
x ¼ ξ  a exp kηð Þ sinkξ; (15)
z ¼ ηþ a exp kηð Þ coskξ: (16)
This mapping, equations (15) and (16), transforms the lower wavy boundary, zs xð Þ ¼ a coskξ xð Þ (which up to
O(k2a3) coincides with an asymptotic solution for the Stokes wave, cf. Gent & Taylor, 1976), into a plane
boundary at η = 0. The instantaneous airflow velocity, temperature, and relative humidity at the location of
nth droplet, Ui rnð Þ; T rnð Þ and H(rn), are evaluated by a fourth-order Hermitian interpolation method (cf. e.g.,
Balachandar & Maxey, 1989) after mapping, equations (17) and (18), the droplet Cartesian coordinates onto
curvilinear coordinates.
Equations (1)–(4) are discretized in a rectangular domain with sizes 0 < x < 6λ, 0 < y < 4λ, and 0 < z < λ by
employing a finite difference Adams-Bashforth method of second-order accuracy on a uniform staggered
grid consisting of 360 × 240 × 180 nodes. An additional mapping is employed to compress the grid nodes
in the vertical direction near boundaries in order to resolve small-scale air motions (Druzhinin et al., 2012).
Thus, the grid mesh size equals Δx/λ = 1/60 in the streamwise and spanwise directions, whereas in the vertical
direction the mesh size increases from Δz1/λ ≈ 0.0008 near the walls to Δz2/λ ≈ 0.009 in the middle of com-
putational domain. When normalized by the wall scale, ν/u*, the mesh sizes for the considered Re are found to
be equal to Δx+ ≈ 6 in the horizontal plane and varying fromΔzþ1 ≈0:3near boundaries toΔz
þ
2 ≈3 in the middle
of the domain. Comparable mesh sizes were used in DNS studies by Sullivan et al. (2000) and Yang and Shen
(2010). The Poisson equation for the pressure is solved by iterations. Numerical method of integration of
equations (1)–(4) used in the present study is quite similar to that employed in both droplet-free and
droplet-laden cases by Druzhinin et al. (2012, 2017). In the latter case, we validated our numerical code by
comparison with both available laboratory data and DNS results by Sullivan et al. (2000).
The airflow bulk Reynolds number in DNS is defined as
Re ¼ U0λ
νa
; (17)
and set equal to Re = 15,000. The corresponding friction Reynolds number is Re* = u*λ/νa ≈ 500, where u* is
the airflow friction velocity (defined below). The wave-slope equals ka = 0.2. We prescribe the wave celerity to
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be sufficiently small, c/U0 = 0.05, which corresponds to slow waves as compared to the wind (cf. e.g., Sullivan
et al., 2000; Yang & Shen, 2010). When prescribing the air temperature (measured in Kelvins, K) and fractional
relative humidity at the waved surface and upper boundary, we take Ta = 27 + Tk(K) and Tw = 28 + Tk(K)
(where Tk = 273.15 K), and Hw = 0.98 and Ha = 0.8, considered by Andreas and Emanuel (2001). It should
be emphasized, however, that the Reynolds number considered in our DNS is far below the one observed
in natural conditions. Thus, the air bulk velocity (analogous to the characteristic, U10, velocity in natural
experiment) is of the order of a few meters per second, and the friction velocity (u*, of the order of
10 cm/s) is much smaller than its natural counterpart. Thus, the present study can be regarded only as a
scaled mathematical model.
At the lower-plane boundary (η = 0) the no-slip (Dirichlet) conditions for the air velocity, temperature, and
relative humidity are prescribed. The airflow velocity here coincides with the velocity of the water in the
surface wave:
Ux ξ; yð Þ ¼ c ka coskx ξ; ηð Þ  1ð Þ; (18)
Uy ξ; yð Þ ¼ 0; (19)
Uz ξ; yð Þ ¼ cka sinkx ξ; ηð Þ: (20)
At the upper boundary (η/λ = 1) the no-slip condition for the wind velocity is prescribed with respect to the
plane moving with nondimensional velocity (1  c):
Ux ξ; yð Þ ¼ 1 c; (21)
Uy ξ; yð Þ ¼ 0; (22)
Uz ξ; yð Þ ¼ 0: (23)
The air temperature and relative humidity deviations from the respective boundary values, Ta,w and Ha,w,
are set equal to zero at both the waved surface and the upper boundary. Periodic boundary conditions
are prescribed for all fields at the side boundaries of the computational domain, namely, at ξ/λ = 0, 6
and y/λ = 0, 4.
The equations for drops coordinates, velocities, masses, and temperatures, equations (5)–(8), are integrated
in the Cartesian framework with the use of a second-order Adams method for the coordinate, equation (3),
and the Adams-Bashforth method for the velocity, equation (4). The inverse transform from the Cartesian
to curvilinear drops coordinates is performed by an iterative Newton’s method (Druzhinin et al., 2017).
Note that in the present study, we perform the integration of the equation (8) for the drop mass and do
not employ the equation for the drop diameter, dn. This equation can be directly derived from equation (8)
and shows that d (dn)/dt ~d
2
n which makes the integration problematic for small dn (cf. Andreas, 1989). Thus,
at each time step, the new drop mass and temperature are obtained, mn(t + Δt) and Tn(t + Δt). The mass of
pure water evaporated from the drop is further obtained as Δmn(t) =mn(t + Δt)mn(t). This gives the change
of the drop volume, πΔd3n=6 ¼ Δmn=ρw , where ρw is the density of pure water defined for given Tn(t) and
atmospheric pressure (Pa = 1,000 mb). (Note that both Δm and Δd are negative if the drop evaporates.)
Thus, the drop new diameter is defined as dn(t + Δt) = dn(t) + Δdn, and the new drop solution density is found
as ρn t þ Δtð Þ ¼ πd3n t þ Δtð Þ=6mn t þ Δtð Þ. The numerical method performance was verified by a comparison
with the results of integration of the full microphysical model equations by employing the numerical algo-
rithm developed by Andreas (2013).
The feedback contributions of each drop to the rate of change of air flow momentum, temperature, and
moisture, f nUi , f
n
T , and f
n
H , on the right hand side of equations (1), (3), and (4) are formulated with the use
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of a point-force approximation. Thus, the contributions by nth droplet are evaluated by distributing them to
the nearest eight grid nodes surrounding the drop in the form (Druzhinin, 2001; Druzhinin et al., 2017):
f nUi ¼
πd3n
6
ρnd
ρa
1
τn
Vni  Ui rnð Þ
 
1þ 0:15 Re0:687n
 w rn; rð Þ
Ωg
; (24)
f nT ¼ 2πκ
0
dn Tn  Ta rnð Þð Þ 1þ 0:25 Re0:5n
  1
ρaca
w rn; rð Þ
Ωg
; (25)
f nH ¼ 
1
ρvsat
dmn
dt
w rn; rð Þ
Ωg
; (26)
where w(rn ,r) is a geometrical weight-factor inversely proportional to the distance between nth drop located
at rn = (xn, yn, zn) and the grid node located at r = (x, y, z), and Ωg (r) is the volume of the considered grid cell.
Thus, for each individual drop, eight weight-factors are defined (for each of the surrounding grid nodes) and
normalized so that the sum of partial feedback contributions distributed to these nodes exactly equals the
respective total feedback contribution. Therefore, there is no numerically induced loss or gain of momentum,
heat, and moisture in the drops-air exchange processes.
In the present study, we aim atmodeling the details of spray-mediated heat, mass, andmomentum exchange
processes occurring in the marine atmospheric boundary layer. Experimental data compiled by Andreas et al.
(2010) show that the dominant contribution, with regard to the mass fraction, typically belongs to spume
drops with diameters around 200 μm. As is also known from observations, for these drops the ratio of the
terminal settling velocity, Vs = τg (where g is the gravitational acceleration and the drop response time, τ, is
given by equation (11)), versus the product of the Karman constant and the friction velocity, κu*, is of the
order of unity. This ratio (Vs/κu*) indicates whether gravitational settling of the drops is important as
compared to the advection by turbulent eddies in the boundary layer (cf. Andreas et al., 2010). The settling
velocity of a 200-μm drop in still air is about 60 cm/s (Andreas, 1989). Therefore, the droplet of this size
can be regarded as suspended in the air for the friction velocity of more than 1 m/s. The dimensional friction
velocity in present DNS is about 10 times smaller, so we adjust our mathematical model to the natural
situation, with regard to the drops dynamics, by proportionally reducing the gravitational acceleration.
This reduction does not affect the feedback momentum and heat fluxes but makes the residence times of
drops considered in DNS (based on the ratio Vs/κu*) similar to the adopted estimates of residence times of
spume drops in the air in natural conditions. Similar reduced-gravity conditions were considered by Peng
and Richter (2017) in the DNS study of droplet-laden open channel flow modeling MABL.
Therefore, the droplets are injected with random ratio (Vs/κu*) distributed uniformly in the range 0.25 ≤ Vs/κ
u* ≤ 2.25. Thus, the equivalent dimensional droplets diameters at injection, d(tinj) ≡ d0, are distributed in the
range 100 mμ ≤ d0 ≤ 300 μm. Unfortunately, at present there are no published accurate measurements of the
near-surface sea-spray drops concentration under strong wind forcing in natural conditions. The droplets
mass fraction considered in present DNS equals Cm ≈ 0.038 and is prescribed so as to make the feedback
effects of droplets upon the carrier flow significant enough (i.e., noticeable) whereas to keep their volume
fraction sufficiently small (far below 104) in order to neglect the hydrodynamic interactions between neigh-
boring droplets. Creating this initial, uniformly distributed mass fraction requires tracking
Nd = 3 · 10
6 droplets.
If a droplet leaves the computational domain via a side boundary plane, it reenters the domain at the
respective opposite side boundary with the same z coordinate and velocity due to periodicity in x and y
directions. If the droplet either reaches the bottom boundary plane (the water surface, η = 0) or the upper
horizontal moving plane (at η/λ = 1) it is reinjected into the flow.
Natural and laboratory observations show that spume drops are typically formed in the vicinity of the wave
crests (Andreas et al., 2010; Fairall et al., 2009). The latest results of high-speed video recording in laboratory
experiments by Troitskaya et al. (2017) and Troitskaya, Druzhinin, et al. (2018) testify that the so-called bag-
breakup fragmentation taking place at the wave crests is mainly responsible for spume drops production.
The drops injection above wave crests was also employed in Lagrangian stochastic models (cf. Mueller &
Veron, 2014; Troitskaya et al., 2016) and in recent DNS by Druzhinin et al. (2017). Thus, in present DNS, the
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drops are injected at distance 0.01< η/λ< 0.05 (5< ηu*/ν< 25) from the water surface (in the buffer layer) at
random locations at the upwindwave slopes in the vicinity of thewave crests (within regionmλ 0.2< ξ<mλ,
m = 1,…, 6). Since the drops velocity distribution at injection is yet unknown, we adopt a scenario considered
by Andreas and Emanuel (2001) and Andreas (2004). Under this scenario, the droplets are torn off the wave
crests and thus have initial velocities equal to those of water particles in the surface wave. These velocities are
evaluated from equations (15) and (16) for a given x(ξ , η) coordinate of each drop at injection. The droplets
temperatures at injection are prescribed to be equal to the water surface temperature, Tw.
The air velocity field is initiated as a weakly perturbed laminar Couette flow, and the initial deviations of tem-
perature and relative humidity profiles from respective linear reference profiles,
Tref zð Þ ¼ Tw þ Ta  Twð Þ zλ ; (27)
Href zð Þ ¼ Hw þ Ha  Hwð Þ zλ ; (28)
are set equal to zero. During an initial transient, 0< tU0/λ< 100, the feedback forces due to drops at the right
hand side of equations (1), (3), and (4) are put to zero, and a fully developed turbulent, unladen flow regime
sets in. At time tU0/λ = 100, droplets are introduced into the flow uniformly at random locations with random
ratio Vg/κu* as discussed above. Their initial velocities and temperatures are set equal to those of the sur-
rounding air. The initial diameter and mass of salt in each drop solution are stored and reassigned at further
reinjections. The equations of motion of air and droplets, equations (1)–(4) and (5)–(8), are solved simulta-
neously during time interval 100 < tU0/λ < 150 with the feedback forces turned off. During this transient,
the drops dynamics adjust to the airflow dynamics. At later times, 150 < tU0/λ < 200, the airflow and drops
equations of motion are solved with the feedback forces turned on. During this time interval, a statistically
stationary, droplet-laden, two-way-coupled flow regime is established. Statistical sampling of the air flow
and drops is performed during time interval 200 < tU0/λ < 300 at discrete time moments tk
k ¼ 1;…; 500ð Þ with increments tk + 1  tk = 0.2λ/U0. We also track several individual droplets with a much
smaller sampling increment (0.006λ/U0) for elucidating the details of the momentum, heat, and mass
exchange processes occurring between these drops and the surrounding air.
Similarly to the previous studies of airflow over waved surfaces by Sullivan et al. (2000), Yang and Shen (2010),
and Druzhinin et al. (2012, 2017), in statistical postprocessing analysis we perform phase averaging, equiva-
lent to averaging over an ensemble of turbulent fluctuations. This averaging is performed over y coordinate,
time, and window-averaged over wave length and denoted by angular brackets:
Fh i ξ; ηð Þ ¼ 1
6NtNy
∑
Ny
j¼1
∑
Nt
k¼1
∑
5
n¼0
F ξ þ nλ; yj; η; tk
 	
; (29)
F2

 
ξ; ηð Þ ¼ 1
6NtNy
∑
Ny
j¼1
∑
Nt
k¼1
∑
5
n¼0
F2 ξ þ nλ; yj; η; tk
 	
; (30)
where F stands for air velocity components, temperature, and humidity fields; Ny = 240, Nt = 500, and
0 < ξ < 1. The dispersion of F is further obtained in the form:
F
0 2 ¼ F2
  Fh i2: (31)
We also introduce rectangular brackets for the mean vertical profile, [F](η), obtained by additional averaging
of hFi(ξ , η) along the streamwise coordinate:
F½  ηð Þ ¼ 6
Nx
∑
Nx=6
k¼1
Fh i ξk ; ηð Þ; (32)
where Nx = 360. The RMS fluctuation of F is obtained as
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F
0
h i
ηð Þ ¼ 6
Nx
∑
Nx=6
k¼1
F
0 2
ξk ; ηð Þ
 1=2
: (33)
Phase-averaged vertical profiles of turbulent fluxes of air momentum, heat, and humidity are also deter-
mined, respectively, as
τm ξ; ηð Þ ¼ Uxh i Uz

  UxUzh i; (34)
τT ξ; ηð Þ ¼ Th i Uz

  TUzh i; (35)
τH ξ; ηð Þ ¼ Hh i Uz

  HUzh i; (36)
and mean vertical profiles of the fluxes, [τm](η), [τT](η), and [τH](η), are
obtained by averaging of equations (34)–(36) over ξ as in equation (32).
The friction velocity, u*, can be defined as
u ¼ τm½ 1=2

η¼0:5λ
; (37)
where the contribution of the wave-induced momentum flux is negligible
(cf. a discussion by Druzhinin et al., 2016, 2017).
3. Numerical Results
3.1. Instantaneous Distribution and Lagrangian Dynamics of Drops
Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate how the drops sizes affect its dynamics and
distribution. Figure 2 shows the instantaneous distribution of the flow vor-
ticity modulus field and drops locations obtained in DNS at time tU0/
Figure 2. Instantaneous distribution of the vorticity modulus, ω (gray scale), and droplets locations (symbols) in DNS at
tU0/λ = 300 in central (x,z) (a) and (y,z) (b) planes. Only the droplets with the ratio Vs/κu* ≈ 0.25 (for droplets with diameter
d ≈ 100μm), Vs/κu* ≈ 1 (d ≈ 200μm), and Vs/κu* ≈ 2.25(d ≈ 300μm) (represented by symbols of different color and size)
are shown. Symbols sizes are not to scale. Here and below wave slope ka = 0.2.
Figure 3. The side view of the trajectories of droplets injected with different
diameters and ratio Vs/(κu*) at injection: (a) Vs/(κu*) ≈ 0.25 (d ≈ 100μm);
(b) (d ≈ 200μm); and (c) Vs/(κu*) ≈ 2.25 d ≈ 300μm).The trajectories obtained
during the total simulation time (100 ≤ tU0/λ ≤ 300) are shown in gray color.
The trajectories selected for droplets dynamics analysis (in Figures 4–6
below) are shown in black color.
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λ = 300 in central (x,z) and (y,z) planes. For a better view we divided the
drops into three categories: small drops with ratio Vs/κu* ≈ 0.25
(d ≈ 100μm); intermediate-size drops with Vs/κu* ≈ 1(d ≈ 200μm); and
large drops with Vs/κu*≈ 2.25 (d ≈ 300mμ). The figure shows that the
smallest drops are transported by turbulent eddies throughout the flow
domain, whereas the largest drops locations are confined to the vicinity
of the wave crests due to gravitational settling.
Figure 3 presents a side view of the trajectories of drops with different ratio
Vs/κu* at injection: cases (a) Vs/(κu*) = 0.25 (d ≈ 100μm); (b) Vs/(κu*) = 1
(d ≈ 200μm); (c) and Vs/(κu*) = 2.25 (d ≈ 300μm), obtained in DNS with
wave slope ka = 0.2. The trajectories obtained during the total simulation
time (100 ≤ tU0/λ ≤ 300) in cases (b) and (c) are shown in gray symbols,
whereas trajectories selected for the analysis of drop-mediated momen-
tum, sensible, and latent heat fluxes (discussed below in Figures 4–6) are
shown in black symbols. The figure shows that a relatively small drop [case
(a)], once injected, travels throughout the domain over many wavelengths
without falling back into the water. On the other hand, motion of the lar-
gest drop, in case (c), is mostly confined to a near-water-surface layer at
z/λ < 0.1. In the latter case, the drop injected above the upwind side of
the surface wave typically travels about one wavelength in the streamwise
direction and falls back into the water, either at the lee-side of the wave
crest or in the vicinity of the wave trough.
We sampled various characteristics of the drops dynamics along the
selected trajectories in Figure 3 (black symbols) with different Vs/κu*
(Figures 4–6): (a) the instantaneous droplet diameter normalized by the
diameter at injection, (b) height above the water surface, and (c) the
difference between the droplet temperature and the surrounding air
temperature normalized by the water-air temperature difference; the
fluxes of (d) momentum (Qdm ), and (e) sensible (Q
d
S ) and latent (Q
d
L ) heat;
and (f) the resulting enthalpy flux ( QdS þ QdL ) from the drop to the
surrounding air. (Here and below the fluxes are made dimensionless via
normalizing by the bulk quantities.) Note that some features of the droplets behavior in Figures 4–6 are
individual (e.g., instantaneous variations of droplet temperature and height above water, as well as observed
local peaks of the momentum and heat fluxes). Nevertheless, there are common features typical of droplets
with the same size (measured by the ratio Vs/κu*). These common features of the behavior of droplets with
specified ratio Vs/κu* are discussed below.
For the discussion to follow it is convenient to rewrite equations (8) and (9) for the x component of drop
momentum and the drop temperature in the form
md
dVdx
dt
¼ Qdm; (38)
mdcw
dTd
dt
¼ QdS  QdL ; (39)
where the fluxes of momentum and sensible and latent heat from the drop to the surrounding air,Qdm,Q
d
S, and
QdL , are given by
Qdm ¼ 3ρaπdν Vdx  Ux rd
  
1þ 0:15 Re0:687d
 
; (40)
QdS ¼ 2πκ
0
d Td  Ta rd
  
1þ 0:25 Re0:5d
 
; (41)
Figure 4. Temporal development of the instantaneous droplet diameter
(a); height above the water surface (b); difference between droplet
temperature and surrounding air temperature (c); momentum flux from the
droplet to the surrounding air, Qm (d); sensible and latent heat fluxes from
the droplet to the surrounding air, QS and QL (e); and the enthalpy flux
(QS + QL) (f). Initial ratio Vs/(κu*) ≈ 0.25 (d ≈ 100 mμ).
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QdL ¼ Lv
dmd
dt
¼ 2LvπD0dρvsat Hsd  H rd
  
1þ 0:25 Re0:5d
 
: (42)
In equations (38)–(42), the drop mass equalsmd ¼ ρdπd3=6, and rd and Red
are the drop coordinate and Reynolds number, respectively. Other nota-
tions are the same as in equations (8)–(16).
As Figure 4 demonstrates, the drop with Vs/κu* ≈ 0.25 (d0 ≈ 100μm) resides
in the vicinity of the water surface (in the considered case, at ηd/λ < 0.05,
or, in wall-scale normalized units, at ηdu* Re < 20, i.e., in the viscous sub-
layer and the buffer region of the boundary layer) at times U0(t tinj)/λ< 1
and is transported above the near-surface layer and travels throughout the
domain at times U0(t  tinj)/λ > 1 (cf. Figure 4b). Immediately after injec-
tion, the drop temperature is slightly higher as compared to the surround-
ing air ((Td  Ta)/ΔT ≈ 0.17), and decreases due to evaporation and
diffusion until it reaches an equilibrium temperature, Teqd , ( T
eq
d  Ta
 
=ΔT≈
0:6) at times 0.2 < U0(t  tinj)/λ < 1 (cf. Figure 4c). It is easy to show that
the same equilibrium temperature (Teqd ≈27:1°C) is predicted by the numer-
ical model developed by Andreas (1989) if we substitute for bulk quantities
considered in the model the air temperature and relative humidity at the
given drop location above the water surface in present DNS (i.e., the drop
initial temperature Tw = 28°C, air temperature Ta ≈ 27.7°C, and relative
humidity H ≈ 0.94 at height ηd/λ ≈ 0.03). Figure 4c also shows that the drop
temperature fluctuates significantly as the drop travels throughout the
domain. For the considered ratio of Vs/κu* ≈ 0.25, the drop settling velocity
is relatively small as compared to the turbulent air velocity, and the drop
remains suspended in the air for a considerable time and does not fall back
into the water until the end of the simulation when its diameter is substan-
tially reduced (by about 20%) due to evaporation (cf. Figure 4a).
Figures 4d–4f present the behavior of momentum (Qdm, equation (37)) and sensible and latent heat fluxes (Q
d
S
andQdL , equations (41) and (42)), and the resulting enthalpy flux (i.e., the sumQ
d
S+Q
d
L) along the drop trajectory.
As can be deduced from Figure 4d, the drop takes away momentum from the air (sinceQdm < 0) immediately
after injection, at times U0(t  tinj)/λ < 0.3, as the drop is accelerated to the surrounding air velocity by the
drag force. At later times, the drop velocity is mostly in equilibrium with the surrounding air velocity (so that
Qdm≈0) with occasional fluctuations caused by intermittent turbulent eddies.
Immediately after injection (at times U0(t  tinj)/λ < 0.02), both sensible (QdS ) and latent (QdL ) heat fluxes are
positive, andQdL exceedsQ
d
S by almost two orders of magnitude. Since the drop temperature decreases below
the surrounding air temperature due to evaporation, the sensible heat flux becomes negative at times
U0(t  tinj)/λ > 0.02. The latent heat flux, QdS , also decreases and at times U0(t  tinj)/λ > 0.2 the drop enters
awet bulb state where its temperature is close to the equilibrium temperature, Td≈T
eq
d . In that state, the latent
heat consumed by the drop evaporation is compensated by the sensible heat flux supplied via thermal diffu-
sion from the surrounding air (Andreas, 1995):
QdS þ QdL≈0: (43)
As Figure 4e demonstrates, the balance, equation (43), holds after the initial transient at times U0(t  tinj)/
λ < 0.2 until the end of the simulation. As a result, the enthalpy flux (the sum of QdL and Q
d
S) is positive imme-
diately after injection, further decreases and finally vanishes at times U0(t  tinj)/λ > 0.2 (Figure 4f).
Temporal behavior of the diameter and temperature and the feedback fluxes of the drop with ratio Vs/κu* ≈ 1
(diameter d ≈ 200μm) are qualitatively similar to those of the drop with Vs/κu* ≈ 0.25(d ≈ 100μm): immedi-
ately after injection, d and Td decrease due to evaporation, the momentum flux, Q
d
m , is negative, and both
sensible and latent heat fluxes, QdS and Q
d
L , are positive, and Q
d
L far exceeds Q
d
S (cf. Figure 5). At later times,
Figure 5. The same as in Figure 4 but for the dropwith initial ratio Vs/(κu*) ≈ 1
(d ≈ 200mμ).
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the drop is in equilibrium with the surrounding air velocity (since Qdm fluc-
tuates near zero), and in the wet bulb state since QdS is negative and Q
d
L is
positive, and the enthalpy flux is near zero. However, since the drop set-
tling velocity in this case is larger, the drop residence time in the air is finite
(about 17λ/U0). The rate of change of the drop diameter, temperature, and
velocity is also reduced, and the drop reaches the equilibrium wet bulb
state at later times (at U0(t  tinj)/λ > 1) as compared to the case
d = 100μm. The drop temperature decreases after injection and becomes
lower than the air temperature, and QdS < 0, at times U0(t  tinj)/λ > 0.1
(Figure 5c).
The dynamics of the largest drop in Figure 3 with ratio Vs/κu* ≈ 2.25
(d ≈ 300μm), case (c), is dominated by gravitational settling and mostly
consists of downwind advection of the drop after injection and its subse-
quent fall into the water in the vicinity of the neighboring wave crest (cf.
black symbols in Figure 3c). As Figure 6d demonstrates, the drop extracts
momentum from the air (Qdm < 0) during acceleration by the wind after
injection, at times U0(t tinj)/λ< 3, and gives back a portion of its momen-
tum to the air during its descent toward the water surface when Qdm
becomes positive. Temperature Td decreases due to evaporation below
the surrounding air temperature after injection (and sensible heat flux,
QdS , decreases and becomes negative) at times U0(t  tinj)/λ > 0.2, and
attains equilibrium, Td≈T
eq
d , at U0(t  tinj)/λ ≈ 1. The latent heat flux is posi-
tive andmuch larger than the sensible heat flux,QdL ≫Q
d
S, immediately after
injection, but decreases and becomes of the order ofQdS as the drop enters
the wet bulb state. In the considered case, the drop residence time in the
air, as well as the duration of the equilibrium state, is rather short since the
drop falls back into the water at U0(t  tinj)/λ ≈ 5.3. Figure 6 shows that as
the drop descends toward the water surface, its temperature becomes sig-
nificantly lower than the surrounding air temperature, whereas relative humidity of the surrounding air, H,
increases. Under these conditions, the relative humidity at the surface of the drop at saturation, Hsn ,
equation (16), decreases and becomes close to H, so the drop evaporation rate decreases and, consequently,
QdL is reduced. So during time interval 5 < U0(t  tinj)/λ > 5.3 both sensible and the resulting enthalpy fluxes
are negative.
3.2. Drops Mean Distribution and Feedback Fluxes
Phase-averaged fields of the drops volume fraction (or concentration), hCi, and the drops-mediated fluxes of
momentum and sensible and latent heat per unit volume, hQmi, hQSi, and hQLi, were evaluated by substitu-
tion in equation (29) the following respective quantities:
C ¼ πd
3
6
∑
Nd
m¼1
w rm; rð Þ
Ωg
; (44)
Qm ¼ ∑
Nd
n¼1
f nUx ; (45)
QS ¼ ∑
Nd
n¼1
caρaf
n
T ; (46)
QL ¼  ∑
Nd
n¼1
Lvρvsatf
n
H; (47)
where the feedback contributions of nth drop to the rate of change of air flowmomentum, temperature, and
moisture, f nUx, f
n
T , and f
n
H, are defined in equations (26)–(28). Figure 7 presents distributions of hCi, hQmi, hQSi,
and hQLi obtained in DNS in (x,z) plane.
Figure 6. The same as in Figure 4 but for the drop with initial ratio
Vs/(κu*) ≈ 2.25 (d ≈ 300mμ).
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Figure 7 shows that in both cases, droplets concentration as well as momentum and heat fluxes peaks are in
the vicinity of the upwind side of the surface wave crests. Themomentum flux, hQmi, is positive at the lee-side
of the wave crest and negative at the upwind side of the crest (Figures 6a and 6b). The latter observation is
explained by the transfer of momentum from air to drops during their acceleration by the wind immediately
after injection, whereas positive hQmi is due to the transfer of momentum to the air from large drops during
their descent toward the water surface (cf. Figure 6d). Since droplets descend toward the water surface and
have finite inertia, its horizontal x-velocities are larger than the surrounding air velocity, thus the positive sign
of hQmi (cf. Figures 5b and 5d and 6b and 6d). As Figures 7c–7f illustrate, the sensible heat flux, hQSi, is nega-
tive whereas the latent heat flux is mostly positive, and the peak values of hQLi far exceed those of hQSi.
We further obtained mean profiles of the concentration and fluxes, [C](η) and [Qm, S, L](η), by averaging
respective phase-averaged distributions over the streamwise coordinate, ξ , as in equation (32). We also eval-
uated a distance of the drops from the water surface, ηd=λ, and the contributions from individual drops to the
momentum, sensible, and latent heat fluxes to the air, Q
d
m, Q
d
S , and Q
d
L . The fluxes, equations (40)–(42), were
integrated over total simulation time along Lagrangian droplets trajectories and represented as functions of
the initial ratio (Vs/κu*; directly related to the initial droplet diameter d0) by dividing the initial droplets dia-
meter range (100μm ≤ d0 ≤ 300μm) into 200 bins (thus, each bin of diameter range d0 ≤ d ≤ d0 +Δd,Δd = 1μm)
and summing up the contributions due to droplets within each bin and normalizing the sum with the num-
ber of droplets in the bin (Nb(d0)) as
Q
d
m;S;L ¼
1
Nb d0ð Þ ∑d0≤d≤d0þΔd∫Q
d
m;S;Ldt: (48)
Thus, Q
d
m, Q
d
S , and Q
d
L represent the net average momentum and heat fluxes as functions of the initial droplet
ratio Vs/κu* (defined by the initial droplet diameter, d0).
Figure 8 shows the dependence of the average distance of a drop to the water surface, ηd=λ, on Vs/κu* and
mean profile of the drops concentration, [C], and distributions and mean profiles of feedback fluxes of
momentum and latent and sensible heat. As can be deduced from Figure 8a, the mean height of the drop
above the water surface decreases with Vs/κu*, so that drops with Vs/κu* > 1 (d > 200 μm) are found mostly
in the near-water surface layer, at η/λ< 0.1. These drops provide the most significant contribution to the con-
centration, [C], which becomes negligible at heights η/λ > 0.1 (or, in wall-scale-normalized units, at
ηu* Re > 50), that is, in the logarithmic region of the boundary layer.
Figure 8c shows that the momentum flux obtained by integration over time along Lagrangian trajectories of
individual drops, Q
d
m , is near zero for drops with Vs/κu* < 1, negative for larger drops and enhanced with
increasing Vs/κu*. Thus, on average, only sufficiently large drops contribute to the spray-mediated momen-
tum flux and act as a sink of the air momentum. The mean net momentum flux, [Qm], obtained by
Figure 7. Phase-averaged droplets concentration,〈C〉 (a); momentum flux, 〈Qm〉, (b); sensible heat flux, 〈QS〉, (c); and latent
heat flux, 〈QL〉, (d). Droplets mass fraction Cm = 0.038. Here and below in Figure 8 fluxes are from the droplets to the air.
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Figure 8. Size (i.e., initial Vs/κu*) distributions (left column) and mean profiles (right column) of drops height over water
surface, ηd, (a); drops concentration, [C], (b); momentum flux from drops to air,Q
d
m (c), and [Qm] (d); and sensible and latent
and enthalpy fluxes, Q
d
L;S and Q
d
L þ Q
d
S , (e) and [QL, S], QL þ QS½  (f). Fluxes Q
d
m;L;S are obtained by integration over
individual droplets Lagrangian trajectories, whereas fluxes [Qm, L, S] are obtained by summation over all droplets,
phase-averaging and averaging over the wave length.
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summation of all drops contributions and phase (i.e., ensemble) averaging and averaging over the wave
length is negligible in close vicinity of the water surface, at η/λ< 0.01 (i.e., in the viscous sublayer), decreases
with height, becomes negative and peaks at η/λ ≈ 0.03, in the buffer region of the boundary layer (Figure 8d).
[Qm] further jumps back to near-zero for 0.04< η/λ< 0.05 and becomes negligible at heights η/λ> 0.06. Thus,
as the figure illustrates, the net feedback effect of the drops results in an additional drag on the air flow.
Figures 8f and 8e present the (Vs/κu*) distribution and mean profiles of sensible and latent heat fluxes, Q
d
S;L
and QdS;L
h i
, and the enthalpy flux, Q
d
S þ Q
d
L and QS þ QL½ , respectively. Figure 8f shows that for sufficiently
small drops (i.e., for Vs/κu* < 1) Q
d
S is negative, whereas Q
d
L is positive and their sum is near zero, Q
d
S þ Q
d
L≈0.
Thus, these drops on average are in the wet bulb state and provide a negligible enthalpy flux to the air.
With increasing ratio Vs/κu* (proportional to the drop size), the latent heat flux increases whereas the sensible
heat flux saturates for drops with Vs/κu* > 1 (i.e., for d > 200μm). As a result, the enthalpy flux increases with
the drop size for Vs/κu*> 1. Figures 4c and 4e, 5c and 5e, and 6c and 6e show that the time interval where the
sensible heat flux from droplet to air,QS, is negative is much shorter than the time interval whereQS is negative
(by two orders of magnitude for the droplet with Vs/κu* = 1 in Figure 5 and by about 20 times for the droplet
with Vs/κu* = 2.25). The figures also show that the negative QS is also larger than the positive QS contribution.
This behavior of the sensible flux is consistent with the observed behavior of the average flux Q
d
S in Figure 8.
The observed saturation ofQ
d
S for drops with Vs/κu*> 1 can be related to their shorter residence time in the air.
The behavior of the drop-mediated latent and sensible heat fluxes in Figure 8 is also consistent with the obser-
vation by Peng and Richter (2017) that small droplets add as much latent heat flux as they take away from the
sensible heat flux, whereas large droplets (with Vs/κu* > 1 and relatively short residence times) do not reach
the equilibrium temperature as quickly, and so can contribute to the enthalpy flux.
Figure 8f shows that in close vicinity of the water surface, at η/λ< 0.01, the sensible heat flux, [QS], is negative
whereas the latent heat flux, [QL], is positive and relatively small so that the resulting enthalpy flux is negative.
This behavior of [QS] and [QL] is in accord with the above-discussed dynamics of sufficiently large drops (with
ratio Vs/κu* > 1) which fall into the water at temperatures far below the surrounding air temperature (which
in this region is close to the water surface temperature, Tw = 28°C). Since local humidity near the water surface
is close to the boundary value H(η = 0) = 0.98, the difference, (H  Hs), governing the drop evaporation rate,
equation (16), is relatively small. Thus, the negative contribution of the sensible heat flux dominates over the
positive [QL]-contribution, and renders the enthalpy flux, [QS + QL], to be negative.
As Figure 8f illustrates, [QL] increases in the region 0.01 < η/λ < 0.03, and its peak value is almost twice as
large as compared to themodulus of [QS]. On the other hand, the sensible heat flux, [QS], is negative and prac-
tically constant at distances η/λ< 0.03 and further increases (and the modulus of [QS] decreases) with η. As a
result, the enthalpy flux, [QS + QL], is positive at η/λ> 0.01, increases with the distance from the water surface,
and peaks at η/λ ≈ 0.03 and further decreases to zero at larger η. The reduction of the enthalpy flux at suffi-
ciently large distance from the water surface is in agreement with the data for the distributions of [QL] and
[QS] in Figure 8e and the droplets mean distance from the water surface, ηd=λ in Figure 8a. Figures 2, 8a,
and 8e show that sufficiently large drops (with ratio Vs/κu* > 1 and diameter d > 200μm) are found mostly
near the water surface, and mainly these drops contribute to the net enthalpy flux. Therefore, the flux peaks
in the vicinity of the water surface, at η/λ ≈ 0.03. On the other hand, smaller droplets are found at larger dis-
tance from the water surface and in the wet bulb state and do not contribute to the enthalpy flux which
therefore is reduced at η/λ > 0.04.
3.3. Modification of the Airflow
In order to elucidate the effects of droplets feedback fluxes on the air flow, we performed DNS of the droplet-
free flow (i.e., for drops initial mass fraction Cm = 0), with the same bulk parameters, and compared the results
with the above-discussed case of Cm = 0.038.
Figure 9 compares mean profiles of turbulent momentum, heat, and humidity fluxes obtained in DNS with
Cm = 0 and Cm = 0.038. The figure shows that under the influence of drops, (a) turbulent momentum flux,
[τm], and (b) velocity fluctuations are reduced in close vicinity of the water surface, at η/λ < 0.05 (or η
+ < 15,
i.e., in the viscous sublayer and buffer region), whereas (d) temperature fluctuation, [T
0
], is increased in this
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Figure 9. Vertical profiles of the fluxes of air turbulent momentum (a), heat (c), and moisture (e) and RMS fluctuations
of x, y, z components of air velocity (b), temperature (d), and humidity (f) in direct numerical simulation with Cm = 0
(droplet-free flow) and Cm = 0.038.
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region as compared to the droplet-free flow. On the other hand, [τm], U
0
x
 
, and U
0
y
h i
are increased, and [T
0
] is
reduced at larger heights, at η/λ< 0.1 (in the logarithmic layer). The figure shows also that heat and humidity
fluxes, [τT] and [τH], as well as humidity fluctuations, [H
0
], are reduced throughout the flow domain as
compared to the unladen-flow case.
Figure 10 presents mean profiles of air velocity, temperature, and relative humidity obtained in DNS of
droplet-free (Cm = 0) and droplet-laden (Cm = 0.038) flows. As the figure illustrates, droplets reduce mean
air velocity and temperature, [U] and [T], and increase relative humidity, [H]. Data in Figure 10 are in accord
with the behavior of drops-mediated fluxes in Figure 8. The data are also in qualitative agreement with the
field observations of air-temperature reduction of the air in the vicinity of the water surface under strong
winds (cf. e.g., Fairall et al., 1994).
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In the present paper, we have performed DNS of a turbulent airflow laden with evaporating, spherical dro-
plets over a waved water surface. Three-dimensional, turbulent Couette airflow is considered in DNS as a
model of a constant-stress layer of the atmospheric boundary layer. Two-dimensional, stationary wave at
the water surface is prescribed and assumed to be unaffected by the airflow and/or drops. Evaporating, sphe-
rical droplets which are injected into the air flow in the vicinity of wave crests with initial velocities and tem-
peratures equal to those of water, and thus mimic spume sea-spray drops torn off the wave crests by the
wind. The air-water bulk temperature and relative humidity differences considered in DNS are analogous
to these parameters formulated by Andreas and Emanuel (2001). Evolution equations of the airflow velocity,
temperature, and humidity are solved in a Eulerian framework simultaneously with the equations of indivi-
dual droplets coordinates and velocities, temperatures, and masses tracked in a Lagrangian framework.
The impact of droplets on the airflow is modeled via a point-force approximation, and both momentum
and latent and sensible heat exchange between droplets and air are taken into account. Momentum (Qm)
and sensible (QS) and latent (QL) heat fluxes from the droplets to the air are evaluated both as phase-averaged
Eulerian fields and as fluxes averaged over time along Lagrangian trajectories of individual droplets.
The Lagrangian statistics obtained in DNS shows that droplets on average extract momentum from the sur-
rounding air during their motion (i.e., Qm< 0), and this sink of momentum is more pronounced for larger dro-
plets. The latent heat flux, QL, integrated along the trajectories of droplets of different sizes, is positive and
increases with ratio of the gravitational settling velocity versus the product of the friction velocity and the
Figure 10. Vertical profiles of the air mean velocity (a), temperature (b), and humidity (c) in direct numerical simulation with
Cm = 0 (unladen flow) and Cm = 0.038.
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Karman constant (Vs/κu*; also proportional to the droplet diameter, d). The sensible heat flux, QS, is negative,
reaches maximum for droplets with ratio Vs/κu* ≈ 1 (or equivalently, for drops diameter d ≈ 200μm), and satu-
rates for droplets with larger Vs/κu*. The resulting enthalpy flux, measured by the sum (QS + QL), vanishes for
sufficiently small droplets, whose ratio Vs/κu* ≪ 1 and diameter d ≪ 200 μm, since these droplets are in the wet
bulb state for the most time during their motion in the air. However, the enthalpy flux but becomes positive
and increases with diameter for droplets whose ratio Vs/κu* > 1 and d > 200μm.
The Eulerian statistics shows that the mean droplets concentration, C, as well as momentum and enthalpy
fluxes (Qm< 0 and QS + QL> 0) are most pronounced in the viscous sublayer and buffer region of the bound-
ary layer, populated by large drops whose ratio Vs/κu*> 1. Both C and Qm and QS + QL decrease to zero in the
logarithmic region which is populated mainly by small droplets with ratio Vs/κu* < < 1, who thus provide a
negligible net contribution to the total drops volume fraction and both momentum and enthalpy feedback
fluxes. DNS results also show that droplets reduce mean air velocity and temperature and increase relative
humidity as compared to the droplet-free flow.
It is important to point out that the observed reduction of the airflow momentum by the droplets in DNS is
related to the particular scenario of droplet injection considered in the present study. The results of our pre-
vious study (Druzhinin et al., 2017) show that droplets dynamics, as well as the net feedback momentum flux,
are extremely sensitive to droplets velocities at injection: droplets injected with the surrounding air velocity
accelerate the carrier flow, whereas droplets injected with the surface wave velocity decelerate the flow. In
the present study, we use experimentally observed facts indicating that spume droplets are primarily injected
into the airflow in the vicinity of the wave crests. Unfortunately, the droplets velocities distribution at injec-
tion is still unknown. Thus, in the present study, we follow Andreas and Emanuel (2001) and Andreas
(2004) and inject droplets with initial velocities equal to the velocities of fluid particles in the surface wave,
and the results are consistent with those obtained by Druzhinin et al. (2017). Recent study by Troitskaya,
Kandaurov, et al. (2018) suggests that the dominant mechanism of spume droplets generation is that of a
bag-breakup fragmentation. Troitskaya et al. (2017) and Troitskaya, Druzhinin, et al. (2018) developed a sta-
tistical description of the bag-breakup phenomena, but PDF of the drops velocities at injection still remains
unknown and requires further research. Thus, we need to clarify the details of the droplets injection mechan-
ism and further incorporate these details into DNS procedure. In the present study we also do not take into
account an additional roughness of the water surface introduced by the presence of bags. Incorporating in
DNS an updated (although, yet unknown) droplets injection mechanism as well as taking into account an
additional roughness of the water surface caused by the presence of bags as obstacles is a challenging task
for future research and out of the scope of the present study.
To our knowledge, so far there have been no published DNS studies of a turbulent, droplet-laden boundary
layer flow over a waved water surface where momentum and latent and sensible heat exchanges between
the air and drops are simultaneously taken into account. Therefore, the present study should be considered
as a first step in employing DNS for modeling spray-mediated momentum, heat, and mass transfer in the
marine atmospheric boundary layer. It should be emphasized however that the Reynolds number considered
in our DNS is far below the one observed in natural conditions. Thus, the present study can be regarded only
as a scaled mathematical model providing qualitative understanding of the drop-mediated momentum and
heat exchange processes occurring in the marine atmospheric boundary layer at strong wind forcing in
natural conditions.
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